THE YEOFORD YELLER
Strange Noises In The Woods Again
Elusive by B Slow:
Strange sounds
were heard in
the woods
around the
village last night,
in the morning
weird symbols
were discovered. This can only be the work
of weirdos from Crediton. Locals are
advised to be extra vigilant incase anything
interesting ever happens again!

Local Language section
There was much crewnting bout cricks
when the diddlecome hashers daggled
though yonder woods in the dimmet.

KH3 Plan to Crash Yeofest.
Elusive by B Slow
Kirton hash are planning to catch the train
from Crediton (Civilisation) to Yeoford (The
Sticks) to drink all the beer at our beer
festival. But don't worry we've moved the
village hall. That should fool them.

Prize for the most prolific fishhooker

Woody Gets Enough Glasses
Elusive by B Slow:

After many many years of attending the
legendary “Yeofest” Woody has finally got
enough free glasses to invite friends
around. The next “Yeofest” will be on
Saturday the 18th of March 2017. Don't
forget to add that to your diaries. There may
even be enough beer for everyone this time.

Fourteen at Dinner
Elusive by B Slow
The festivities at the end of Monday's
gathering almost turned into a plot from an
Agatha Christie novel but luckily we had
enough people to avoid the dreaded “13 at
dinner scenario”. Also nothing exciting ever
happens in Yeoford, so you're pretty safe
there. Imagine if you lived in place with
Midsomer in the name?

Dough Ray Me

Elusive by B Slow
Stop press, elusive by B Slow
During 2017 a running tally may be kept for
the most fishhooks used on a trail. Then
Superbug “the apparently musical” is out
next Christmas there may even be a prize. laying a a trail in flour and it's raining! We
know a song about that don't we?
More Frequently reaches the number of the beast
M-F has finally arrived at a significant number 666 the number of the beast. Suggestions
please?
This edition has mainly been BS.....

